Many products of daily use include microcontroller for obtaining of intelligent functions of products. These products are more attractive for customers than simple products. Design of these products with embedded systems based on microcontroller requires of practical experiences and skills. For these reason our students can train on practical modules with microcontrollers and other accessories. Paper shows practical application built on these systems.
Introduction
Rapid Control Prototyping is a process that lets engineers quickly test and iterate their control strategies. Rapid Control Prototyping decreases development time by allowing corrections to be made early in the product process. By giving engineering a look at the product early in the design process, mistakes can be corrected and changes can be made while they are still inexpensive.
Rapid control prototyping (RCP) is the process of calibrating control algorithms on prototype hardware to get a device under test up and running before a production-intent electronic control unit (ECU) is available. RCP platforms typically provide a method to import mathematical models and run them on a controller with a real-time OS connected to real-world I/O [1] .
Rapid Prototyping for Embedded Control Systems
Rapid prototyping provides early proof that your control designs will work in the field. You test in real time on hardware, and can quickly adjust your designs until you're satisfied with the results [2] .
Embedded systems are increasingly becoming a key technological component of all kinds of complex technical systems, ranging from vehicles, telephones, audio-video equipment, aircraft, toys, security systems, medical diagnostics, to weapons, pacemakers, climate control systems, manufacturing systems, intelligent power systems etc. IJES addresses the state of the art of all aspects of embedded computing systems with emphasis on algorithms, systems, models, compilers, architectures, tools, design methodologies, test and applications [3] .
Microcontroller can be used for design of embedded system applications. Microcontroller is commonly used term for a small computer on a single chip, which contains the microprocessor, memory and other accessories. Microcontroller has reduced size and price in comparing with other devices used for controlling in embedded systems. While some embedded systems are very sophisticated, many have minimal requirements for memory and program length, with no operating system, and low software complexity. Microcontrollers very frequently have amount of accessories like analog-to-digital converter, digital-to-analog converter, programmable timer and counter, pulse width modulation PWM generators, Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) intrface, I2C interface, SPI interface, one wire interface etc.
Microcontroller modules
Our students work with two types of microcontroller. Practical exercises are oriented to obtaining of experiences and skills in area of design of microcontroller applications.
The BASIC Stamp 2 ( fig. 1a ) serves as the brains inside of electronics projects and applications that require a programmable microcontroller. It is able to control and monitor timers, keypads, motors, sensors, switches, relays, lights, and more. Programming is performed in an easy-to-learn language called PBASIC. It's amazing what you can accomplish with this proven microcontroller and its simple PBASIC 2 language. All vital components (processor, clock source, memory, power regulator) are provided on the BS2's tiny PCB; just connect power and go! The BS2-IC is widely used in educational, hobby, and industrial applications and is strongly recommended for first-time BASIC Stamp users because of plentiful resources (documentation, source code, and customer projects) that are available online and in print [4] .
The BasicATOM 24 ( fig. 1b) is a self contained micro controller. This is a Pin for Pin Hardware Drop In replacement for the Basic Stamp 2 IC BUT where as the standard BS2 runs at around 4000 Basic Instructions per Second this unit will run at 33,000 BIPS !, also the standard BS2 has 32 bytes of RAM and this device has 368 bytes, the BS2 can hold around 500 BASIC instruction in its program memory where as this unit can hold around 4000 BASIC instructions in its 14K program space, this unit also has a 256 byte EEPROM for user use. These modules are frequently used for our student projects and bachelor or master thesis projects. Both controller are ease to use and easy to program in simple Basic language. Fast prototyping of control systems based on these microcontrollers requires any modules for building of control systems.
Educational modules for fast prototyping of control systems
Both modules Basic Stamp and Basic Atom have compatible connection to serial ports and input-output pins. This is advantage, because the same circuits can be used for both microcontrollers. Prototyping board ( fig. 2 ) enables fast building of designed wiring diagram without making of printed circuit board and soldering. Prototyping boards have banana terminals and serial RS-232 Canon connector for programming. These modules should be powered by stabilized power supply (5V). Students have more time for programming and playing with microcontroller. First steps of students are oriented to training of sending and receiving of binary signals ( fig. 3) . Students build typical tasks and various combinations as logical systems etc. Both microcontrollers are only signal computers with limitation of maximum electric current to several miliampers. Other projects are devoted to controlling of high power systems as DC motors, relays etc ( fig. 3, 4) . For this purpose are available modules with transistor switch, modules with H-bridge, modules with relay etc. Typical task is controlling of DC motor via using of pulse width modulation (PWM). Also several modules with DC motors are available. Everything has banana terminals for fast connecting into circuits. LED diodes have implemented also resistors for limiting of current to maximum 2 mA. Also transistor modules and relay modules consist of transistor switch adjusted for using with microcontroller. Hobby servos ( fig. 4) are frequently used for actuating in students projects. The simple PWM signal is used for driving of hobby servos using the only one signal wire. The servos have been used for legged robots, manipulators. These servos have range only 180 degrees, but they can be modified to continuous rotation and it can be used for wheeled vehicles. This model of the lift is controlled with two microcontrollers Basic Stamp 40 connected via serial port. Overall design is devoted to maximum variability for student experiments. Students can train all basic tasks and problems [6] .
Conclusion
Our system of modules prepared for training of microcontroller application currently helping to our student to lecture understanding and helping to obtain practical experiences. All knowledge received on lectures seems to be easy and interesting, but practical experiences and skills are also interesting for teaching of mechatronics subjects. Mechatronics and also other similar sciences have to go through the hands of students. These students will be better prepared for practice for real application. That is the main task of our educational activities [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
